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Volunteer Organisations
Volunteer Organisations (associations,
foundations and NGOs) always need
the collaboration of volunteers to
develop their projects and activities.
However,

they

all

emphasise

the

importance of the volunteer assuming
the

commitment

that

means

performing the necessary work for the
organisation
Aspects
constancy

and

such
and

their
as

receivers.

responsibility,

motivation

of

the

volunteer towards the tasks entrusted
to them are essential for the voluntaryorganisation

relationship

to

be

successful.
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Volunteers
They are the persons who act selflessly in order to help
other people and do it, generally, with the capacity to
performance, in an organized way and working with an
institution or project

To be volunteer, three conditions are needed:
•

Selflessness, that is, the volunteer does not
pursue any kind of benefit or gratification for their
help.

•

It is intentional, pursues a goal and a positive
objective (to seek a change for the better in the
situation of the others) and legitimate (the
volunteer has sufficient capacity to perform the
help and some consent from the other that allows
him to help).

•

It’s justified, that means, it responds to a real
need of the beneficiary of it.
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Voluntary actions
For an action which can be considered as voluntary, three conditions are needed:
>> It has to be selfless, that is, the volunteer does not pursue any kind of benefit or gratification for his help.
>> It is intentional, pursues an end and a positive objective (to seek a change for the better in the situation of the other) and
legitimate (the volunteer has sufficient capacity to carry out the help and the certain consent on the part of the other that allows
him to help).
>> It’s justified, that is, it responds to a real need of the beneficiary of it.
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Volunteer concept. What is to be a volunteer?
Practically, a voluntary person is defined as the one who,
sensitized by the causes of social exclusion, voluntarily and
jointly decides to participate in an area, service or activity
whose principle is the change that allows to eradicate or
reduce the causes of social exclusion. They dedicate a part of
their time and they work continuously, altruistically and
responsibly for the benefit of the most vulnerable people in our
society, contributing to their community in order to benefit the
processes of integration and social cohesion.

According to Marco Marchioni, “Within the framework of the
local community, volunteers assume an important role, their
participation means the ability to assume responsibility and the
ability to invest in time, work and dedication to community and
solidarity requirements. For that reason, the volunteer has to
pass to a broader vision and be one of the key factors for the
promotion of awareness and participation. That is why
volunteers will be transformed into volunteer work”.
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The United Nations Organization (UN) is the main source of

expenses that the performance of the voluntary activity

regulations on international volunteering. One of his

causes.

contributions to Volunteering has resulted in declaring

• To be developed through private or public

December 5th as the International Volunteer Day for

organizations and according to specific programs or

Economic and Social Development.

projects.
• Excluding isolated, sporadic or voluntary actions

All these laws recognize the importance of volunteering

outside public or private nonprofit organizations,

and its role as an expression of citizen participation in the

executed for family, friendship or good neighborhood

cultural,

reasons.

political,

economic

and

social

community

development, and express the commitment of public

• The volunteer activity may not replace paid work

authorities in their impulse and promotion. In general

under any circumstances.

terms, these are standards that aim to “promote and
facilitate the solidarity participation of citizens in volunteer
activities, within public or private non-profit organizations”
Volunteering means the set of activities of general interest,
carried out by human beings, meaning that they do not

It is understood by activities of general interest,
welfare, social services, civic, educational, cultural,
scientific,

sports,

health,

development

work to earn any money, for commercial purposes or for

cooperation, defense of the environment, defense

any

of the economy or research, development of the

other

circumstance,

gathering

the

following

requirements:
• Have an altruistic and supportive character.
• That their fulfillment is free, without having their cause in

associative life, of the promotion of volunteering,
or any other of a similar nature. ”

a personal obligation or legal duty.
• That they are carried out without financial consideration,
without prejudice to the right to reimbursement of the
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Basic principles of volunteering:
It can be mentioned that there are four basic elements concerning voluntary
work:
• Voluntariness. Volunteering is the result of a free choice, it is a personal
and free option that does not expect compensation or reward, rather than in
the satisfaction of your personal motivations.
• Solidarity. Volunteering is a way to respond to social needs and problems,
and not an aim in itself to satisfy volunteers. Voluntary action implies a
solidarity commitment to improve collective life.
• Action. Volunteering is an action. If it remains only in the intention of the
person, of the good citizen, it ends up being something empty and
meaningless. Although it is also true that pure action without values is not
possible. But what changes the world, what faces problems and needs, is
action.
• Organization. Volunteering cannot be treated as a personal or individual
practice. The aim of volunteering is to improve reality and do it effectively.
So the voluntary action must be an organized, systematic action, which
requires an organization, associations or foundations in which to act.
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Work of the voluntary person and scope of action
Volunteers carry out different types of tasks in the
organizations in which they collaborate, contributing their
knowledge and / or performing tasks of:
RESEARCH: Dedicating to the collection and contrast of data
on a population, problem, region, etc.
INFORMATION AND ADVICE: Help people who need it in
consultations that raise the sea of legal, social, labor or
language.
AWARENESS: Participating and promoting campaigns to
publicize the work of the organization and raising awareness.
TRAINING AND GUIDANCE: Developing training tasks in the
field of health, language, customs and values of the society in
which they live, job orientation and job search among others.
PLANNING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT: Analyzing the
needs of the environment and trying to respond through
projects oriented to those needs.
12

Voluntary action is realized in all areas, such as:

• Environment. Activities related to the protection or

• Social. Socially excluded people and groups are

recovery of natural species or spaces, in the

supported, in the reception and integration of

denunciation

immigrants, in the fight against poverty, against drug

degradation, in the development of an environmental

addiction, in the fight against cancer and other serious

awareness among the citizens, etc.

diseases, in the care of social groups with deficiencies

• Health. Actions in health promotion, in the

or disabilities of different type, etc.

development of healthy lifestyle habits, in response

• Cultural. Actions for the recovery or conservation of

to situations of health need, etc.

cultural identity are carried out, in the promotion of

• Human rights. Denunciation of injustices, against

creativity, in the dissemination of cultural property, by

the death penalty, in defense of Human Rights,

volunteering in libraries, theaters, art centers, etc.

justice, democratic values, etc.

• Educational. Actions carried out in the literacy and

•

education of adults, in situations of non-schooling or

development

people who are in our country and have different

poverty

mother

impoverished countries of the South, etc.

tongues

having

difficulty

learning

the

of

International

and

of

situations

cooperation.
cooperation

promoting

of

environmental

Promotion
projects,

development

and

fighting
in

the

language of the host country.
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• Emergency and Relief. Many volunteers support the
response to emergency situations caused by natural
disasters, wars, famines, etc.
• Free time. Fundamentally, they dedicate their time
to minors and adolescents, in free time education, in
the promotion of values, knowledge and attitudes, in
relational and recreational activities that have free
time as their scope.
• Fair Trade. Fair Trade is an alternative proposal to
conventional

international

trade

based

on

guaranteeing producers in developing countries fair
compensation for their work, assuring them a decent
and sustainable livelihood and the enjoyment of their
labor rights
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Rights of the volunteer:
• Receive, both initially and permanently, the information, training, guidance, support and,
where appropriate, material means necessary for the exercise of the functions assigned to them.
• Be treated and treated without discrimination, respecting their freedom, dignity, privacy and
beliefs.
• Participate actively in the organization in which they are participating, collaborating in the
elaboration, design, execution and evaluation of the programs, in accordance with their statutes
or rules of application.
• Have insurance against accident and illness risks derived directly from the exercise of voluntary
activity, with the characteristics and by the insured capitals established by regulation.
• That the volunteer does not involve expenses for the volunteer
• Have an identification accreditation of their status as a volunteer
• Perform their activity in the proper conditions of safety and hygiene depending on the nature
and characteristics of the person.
• Obtain respect and recognition for the social value of your contribution.
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Duties: Volunteers must do:
• Fulfill the commitments acquired with the organizations in which they are integrated,
respecting their purposes and regulations.
• Keep, when necessary, confidentiality of the information received and known in the
development of their voluntary activity.
• Reject any material consideration that they may receive from the beneficiary or other
persons related to their action.
• Respect the rights of volunteers in the development of their activity.
• Act diligently and in solidarity.
• Participate in training tasks planned by the organization, and specifically for the
activities and functions entrusted, as well as those that are permanent and are required
to maintain the quality of the services they provide.
• Follow the appropriate instructions for the purposes taught in the development of
the entrusted activities.
• Properly use the accreditation and badges of the organization.
•

Respect and take care of the material resources available from the organizations.
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This chapter is written by DRPDNM (Slovenia)( https://sl-si.facebook.com/DRPDNM mitja.bukovec@drpdnm.org)
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How to work with volunteers

least 4 hours of volunteer work a month, unless otherwise
agreed.

DRPDNM is part of a wider Slovenian net of organisations
that work with volunteers. There are some common rules
and regulations all Slovenian organisations working with
youth and volunteers must follow. They are part of the
agreed code of ethics.

DRPDNM provides their volunteers mentoring and
guidance. We support them in their volunteer work in any
way we can. The mentor provides all the necessary
information about the work and the people they will be
assisting. Volunteers work only in the scope of our

DRPDNM organises volunteer work based on the needs
of its members and users. Our volunteers may also
volunteer at other organisations if the needs and nature
of the work requires so. Volunteers sign a volunteering
agreement for one entire school year, which it starts from
the beginning of September until the end of August. If
they join the program later in the school year, their
agreements are still valid through the end of August. To
be counted as active volunteers, they need to perform at

19

activities. Actions and initiatives outside the pre-

may turn down someone’s offer for volunteer work in

agreed arrangement are not allowed.

our organisation. Volunteers are obligated to respect
the confidentiality of personal information of all

DRPDNM

prepares

and

organises

preparatory

DRPDNM’s current and former users. They can only

meetings for volunteers, which means that they attend

obtain (personal) information they need to perform their

an introductory training and, if necessary, further

job. The may only share information outside the

trainings. We present to them our daily activities and

organisation if required by law, or if there are specific

programmes, introduce them to staff (mentors or

safety, moral, medical or ethical reasons for doing so.

trainers) and some of our users.

DRPDNM has a duty to protect volunteers in the event
of conflicts or disagreements.

Volunteers are expected to respects the rights and
personal boundaries of all users, without discrimination

Volunteers are expected to come to work in time. They

on the grounds of race, gender, ethnic origin or

need to notify their mentors of any absences in a timely

nationality, language, social status, life style, sexual,

manner, i.e. at least 24 hours before the scheduled

political or religious orientation, mental or physical

work/activity, unless otherwise agreed. They need to

impairment, or any other circumstances. If mentors find

keep notes of their work, in which, in addition to the

reasons for concern regarding these issues, DRPDNM

number of hours worked, they also record brief
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descriptions of the work done. They submit and discuss
these notes with their mentor on a regular basis.

DRPDNM may reward its volunteers by offering them the
opportunity to participate in various events, suitable
seminars, trainings at home and abroad, etc. On the basis
of a signed voluntary agreement between DRPDNM and
the volunteer, our organisation is obligated to reimburse
the volunteer for the material costs associated with their
work (i.e. travel costs, purchase of necessary provisions for
an agreed workshop, etc.). If they work continuously for
more than 4 hours, they are also entitled to a lunch break
and reimbursement of an agreed amount for food costs.

At the end of the school year (or anytime in between, if they
need it), volunteers receive a document from DRPDNM that
includes the number of hours worked, as well as the nature
of the work done. The document is prepared and signed by
their mentor

Platform for the Slovenian national net of organisations
working with

volunteers and the

Code of

Ethics:
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The next chapter is writted by Autokreacja Fundation (http://autokreacja.org/en/ Autokreacja@autokreacja.org)
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How to manage an association
The number of created and run projects,
initiatives, programs and budget are increasing
from year to year. We can observe that in the
last 30 years the project management became
one of the head disciplines, which is now quickly
growing

and

increasing

by the

research

institutes, universities, and business around the
world.
In order to manage a project, no matter what
kind of project, we are obligated to raze the
high standards and expectation from our own
work. Our final result are based on those points.
As the best, the big picture of the management
of the association is to be aware and take to into
consideration the “Eye of competences” which
helps us to achieve our goals and success which
we are willing to. This concept combines all the
24

most important elements in the management of the association.

•

The eye is a symbol of transparency and harmony. Those two

results

behavioural and technical competences, which should lead us in

show how to deal with the project management and all
around matters.

orientation,

efficiency,

relationships between the individuals and groups
managed in the projects and also human aspects

interested parties, project requirement, and objectives, risk

communication, start-up, close-out. Those competences

in

competences represent dealing with the personal

Technical competences: project management success,

and contracts, changes, information and documents,

self-control,

reliability, values appreciation, ethics. Those

Getting into details, the eye is divided into 3 parts:

project phases, resources, cost and finance, procurement

motivation,

consultation, negotiations, conflict and crisis,

manage our association.

problem restructures, scope and deliverables, time and

and

assertiveness, relaxation, openness, creativity,

The Eye of competence is a combination of contextual,

and opportunities, quality, project organization, teamwork,

competencies: leadership,

engagement

attributes should be a description of the quality of the association.

•

Behavioural

of the association.
•

Contextual competencies: project orientation,
programme orientation, portfolio orientation,
project program and portfolio implementation,
permanent

organization,

business,

systems,

products, technology, personnel management,
health, security, safety, environment, finance and
legal. Those elements stand for interaction of the
25

project team within the context of the project also
for clearer understanding of the difference.
Every competence element in each range is described in
terms of the knowledge and experience required. Presented
the eye of competence integrates all elements of project
management as seen through the eyes of the project
manager when he or she evaluates a specific situation, it also
represents clarity and vision. Instead of freezing or fleeing
uneasy situations, the project manager processes the
available information and determines a good, better or best
practice to proceed.
Association Management includes the processes and
activities needed to identify define, combine, unify, and
coordinate the various processes and project management
activities. We need to know that in management context,
integration,

includes

characteristics

of

unification,

consultation, articulation and integrative actions that are
crucial to our work and project completion, successfully
managing

stakeholder

requirements.

expectations,

and

meeting
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SOURCE:
NCB,
National
Competence
Baseline,
v.0.3
www.spmp.org.pl
,
https://zie.pg.edu.pl/documents/30328766/84010898
/REME_26_%283-2018%29-Art5, E. D. Werker, F.Z.
Ahmed, “How the NGO do”, Journal of Economic
Perspective, May
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION
Muller R., Turner R. (2010), Leadership competency profiles of
successful project managers, International Journal of Project
Management 28 (2010), s. 437–448.
Chomicz M. (2015), Ujęcie badawcze kompetencji kierowników
projektów, „e-mentor”, nr 2(59) s. 42–55.
IPMA Competence Baseline version 3.0, International Project
Management Association, 2006. 4. Goldsmith M., Greenberg C.L.,
Robertson A., Hu-Chan M., 2010, Globalni liderzy – kolejna
generacja, MT Biznes, Warszawa.
Musioł-Urbańczyk A. (2010), Kluczowe kompetencje kierownika
projektu, Organizacja i Zarządzanie 2010 nr 2, s. 93–108
Klimiuk J. (2009), Rola kierownika projektu oraz zespołu
projektowego w zarządzaniu projektami, Bezpieczeństwo i
Technika Pożarnicza 2009, nr 3, s. 35–45.
Januszkiewicz A., Kowalska M., Kompetencje kierowników
projektów unijnych, Organizacja i Zarządzanie 2015 nr 59, s. 83–
100.

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-Eye-ofcompetence-Source-Standards-Standards-Library-ofPMI-Global-Standardsaspx_fig5_235899522
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Activities in the incorporation of voluteering
We propose below two dynamics for working with
volunteers when clarifying your role in the organization and
the meaning of your action:
A. Presentation of the volunteer relationship map in the

We propose volunteering and its role, taking into account
the orientation of this Guide. The initial questions that
could be asked when making this map would be:
•

Who are the actors in the life of our organization?

•

Which ones are directly and which indirectly?

•

With whom do they fundamentally maintain each

organization
B. Knowledge of social reality

relationship?
•

Presentation of the volunteer relationship map in the
organization
A good exercise when designing a volunteer program is to
develop a volunteer relationship map in reference to the
other aspects of participation of the organization.
With this map we will clarify the different forms of
participation in the organization as well as the role that
corresponds to each one of them. We can schematically
build this relationship map in many different ways.

What is the degree and importance of these
relationships for the development of the activity?

Depending on the nature and activity of the organization
these questions can be expand or clarify.
The reality of each organization will mark different lines
(with

different

thicknesses,

paths

(thickness

and

continuity), ...). For example, in some organizations,
volunteering is closely related to family members and
people related to the beneficiaries or recipients of the
action, while in others, volunteering participates more in
awareness-raising and reporting spaces with much less
direct relationship with the final recipients ( such as the 29
case of international cooperation or the defense of human

Knowledge of social reality

indirect, forming the different branches of the tree, which in

Another interesting work or dynamic to do with volunteers

turn can be connected to each other.

in this phase of joining the organization is knowledge of

In the part of the crown of the proposals we turn the

social reality and vision.

problems into objectives of our action, reflecting the

Among the different proposals that we find in Fernando

situation we want to achieve (for example: where it said

de la Riva's notebook (2003), we are going to develop the

“high level of functional illiteracy”, we will now put:

so-called “The tree of problems and answers”.

“facilitate access to education of adults”; or, where is said

In the trunk we will reflect the problem, the need, the

“lack of sexual information”, we will now quote: “improve

situation we address as an organization.

the sexual education of teenagers”, etc.).

In the roots we will reflect all the information that refers to

The Solutions Tree can be made as a presentation of the

the causes of the situation or the problem. We will be

organization, or a “blank” tree that we fill in with the vision

ordering them from the deepest to the most superficial

that volunteers have and contrast it with the vision that the

roots, relating them to each other.

organization has defined. In this second option, you can see

In the part of the crown of the problems we will be locating

the need to identify the volunteer with the vision of the

what refers to the effects of the problem or the situation

organization for the proper development of their action.

that we analyze. We will try to relate and order these
consequences, from the closest to the most distant or

30

Model agreement to incorporate volunteering into an organization
D./Dª (Director - President of the organization), with D.N.I. in quality of (Director - President) of (Name of organization)
And
D./Dª. (Name of the volunteer)
Domiciliated in street nº C.P.
Town Province Telephone. Date of birth
AGREEMENT
You can include in more detail the activity to be developed, in addition to a brief description of the position or tasks and the time
of dedication.
FIRST.- That it is the desire of both parties to sign this agreement.
SECOND.- That the volunteer knows the purposes and guidelines of (Name of the organization) and agrees with them and with
the means used to carry out the Volunteering project.
THIRD.- That you know and expressly accept that your activity, for the purposes to which it is oriented, will not be subject to any
remuneration and undertakes to perform it with responsibility and regularity; Notifying (Name of the organization) with sufficient
notice in the event that any unforeseen difficulty arises, in order to be replaced for another / another volunteer. Likewise, the
volunteer agrees in case of inability to attend an activity agreed, to notify with sufficient time to guarantee coverage of the activity
(minimum 24 hours).
FOUR.- That given the voluntary nature of your activity, you can stop at it whenever you want, owing in this in case of informing
(Name of the organization) in advance, in order to be able to find out who I replaced him.
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FIFTH.- That, likewise, you accept that, in the event that your services are not satisfactory for (Name of the organization), this
may dispense with them, notifying it reasonably and with the VºBº of the entity in which it has developed its activity Likewise,
(Name of the organization) in case of cessation of an activity on the agreed date and time, the volunteer will notify this fact
with sufficient anticipation (minimum 24 hours).
SIXTH.- That the volunteer, according to Law 6/1996 of January 15 of Volunteering, is entitled to:
a) Receive, both initially and permanently, information, training, guidance, support and, where appropriate,
material means necessary for the exercise of the functions assigned to it.
b) Be treated without discrimination, respecting their freedom, dignity, privacy and beliefs.
c) Participate actively in the organization in which they are inserted, collaborating in the elaboration, design, execution and
evaluation of the programs in accordance with the statutes or rules of application of (Name of the organization).
d) Be insured against the risks of accident and civil liability derived directly from the exercise of the activity voluntary, with the
characteristics and by the insured capitals that are established by regulation.
e) Be reimbursed for expenses duly justified in the performance of their activities.
f) Have an identification accreditation of their volunteer status.
g) Carry out its activity in the proper conditions of safety and hygiene depending on the nature and characteristics of that.
h) Obtain respect and recognition for the social value of your contribution.
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SEVENTH.- That the volunteer, according to Law 6/1996 of January 15 of Volunteering, is obliged to:
a) Fulfill the commitments acquired with (Name of the organization), respecting the aims and regulations of the same.
b) Maintain confidentiality of the information received and known in the development of its voluntary activity.
c) Reject any material consideration that they could receive either from the beneficiary or from other related persons
With your action.
d) Respect the rights of the beneficiaries of their voluntary activity.
e) Act diligently and in solidarity.
f) Participate in the training tasks provided by (Name of the organization) specifically for the activities andnfunctions entrusted,
as well as those that are permanently required to maintain the quality of services let them lend.
g) Follow the instructions appropriate to the purposes given in the development of the entrusted activities.
h) Use the accreditation and badges duly authorized by (Name of the organization).
i) Respect and take care of the material resources that they put at their disposal (Name of the organization).
EIGHTH.- That (Name of the organization), according to Law 6/1996 of January 15 of the Volunteer, is committed to:
a) Fulfill the commitments acquired with the volunteers in this incorporation agreement.
b) Prove the subscription of an insurance policy, appropriate to the characteristics and circumstances of the activity carried out
for volunteering that covers them from the risks of accident and civil liability derived directly of the exercise of the voluntary
activity, with the characteristics and by the insured capitals that are established by regulation. (It is possible to indicate the 33
Insurance Company and not policy).

c) Cover the expenses derived from the provision of the duly justified service and provide the volunteers with the adequate
means to fulfill its tasks.
d) Establish the appropriate internal information and guidance systems to perform the tasks that are entrusted to the volunteers.
e) Provide the volunteers with the necessary training for the proper development of their activities.
f) Guarantee volunteers to carry out their activities in the proper conditions of safety and hygiene depending on the nature and
characteristics of those.
g) Provide the volunteer with an accreditation that enables and identifies them for the development of their activity.
h) Issue to the volunteers a certificate accrediting the services provided at their request.

In (Town), from of

By (Name of the organization), The Volunteer,

34
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PEOPLE OR GROUPS WITH
WHOM WE COORDINATE

WITH OTHER VOLUNTEERS

COORDINATION LEVEL

ANALYZE COORDINATION
AND PROPOSE WAYS OF
IMPROVEMENT

Dynamics to analyze the level of coordination of
volunteering within the organization
We propose to perform a dynamic to ask ourselves within

WITH
THE
PROGRAM
MANAGERS OR
PROJECTS
WITH THE
MANAGER

VOLUNTEER

WITH OTHER ACTORS IN
THE ORGANIZATION
(RELATIVES,
PARTNERS,
EMPLOYERS, ...)

the relationships we maintain from volunteering with the
people or groups with whom we coordinate what is their
level of coordination and what would be the lines of action
necessary to improve them.
We would start from the presentation of the different levels
of coordination and the people or groups with whom we
coordinate in the organization. For this purpose, the

WITH THE BENEFICIARIES
OR RECIPIENTS OF THE
ACTION

previous elaboration of the Volunteer Relationship Map that

WITH
OTHER
SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
WITH
THE
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATIONS
WITH COMPANIES, SUPPLIERS,
...

Then we will complete the following table individually or in

WITH THE CIVIL SOCIETY, WITH
THE COMMUNITY

we presented above may be useful.

pairs and then we will analyze in group the differences and
coincidences between the analyses performed.
Finally, in groups, we will determine the conclusions and the
lines of action that are derived from them.
36
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How to value the training and accompaniment of

vademecum of training and accompaniment) we prescribe the
appropriate “recipe” for our organization.

volunteering in the organization

Developing

As we have pointed out the importance of evaluation, we

In this first file we write the check (analysis) of the status of

must have a reserved space to analyze what we are doing

training and companionship in the organization.

and how we are doing it.

In the diagnostic column we can answer the following

At this time we propose to assess how we are training and

questions:

accompanying volunteering in organizations. We propose

•

What is the sociological profile of volunteering (age,

for the realization of this assessment the following

occupation, studies, dedication...)

dynamics:

•

Is the volunteer group homogeneous or heterogeneous?

Presentation

•

What type of volunteering do we have in reference to

Many times from the organizations we look for “recipes”,

training?

but in reality these recipes do not exist since their “dose and

- With a previously acquired training

administration” depends on the reality of each organization.

- Without training

Therefore, we propose that we become a “diagnostic team”

- With a work experience or not

and perform a check on the training and accompaniment we

•

Is there a planned training for volunteering?

provide from our organization and depending on the clues

In the second column we must indicate what the solutions that

given in the previous sections (something like the

we are currently applying are, what treatment we are currently
applying or developing.
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Finally, to sum up, we indicate the temperature of the
“patient”, in this case of volunteering: how do we value the
training and support we are currently doing?

In the second file we reflect after the check, what are the
recipes to apply, taking into account the following terms:
•

The patient: will be the volunteer or the volunteer
group

•

The duration of the treatment: what time we
anticipate to apply the proposals

•

Prescription:

What

initiatives,

proposals,

recommendations, etc. we propose to put.
•

in progress and in what way (periodicity, who
executes them, ...)

•

Optional: Who will be responsible or responsible for
carrying it out?
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Conclusion

Obviously, the space of the file will not be sufficient to
reflect an action plan of an organization in terms of
training and accompaniment of volunteering, but it will
give us the opportunity to indicate which are the lines of
action that we consider to be principal, how much time
we consider necessary and what people in the
organization should be responsible or responsible for it.
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How to organize and schedule volunteer training in
the organization based on an initial evaluation
Presentation

Development
1. Initial evaluation: Analyze the different training models
and their viability within the organization
2. Establishing training models and their development

There are numerous possibilities for orientation in the training

Depending on the result of the previous analysis, the models

of volunteers, which implies an important effort from the

to be applied in the organization should be indicated (we

person responsible for the management and organization of

indicate in italics an example).

volunteers, a part from the timely coordination with the
different projects or programs so as not to saturate the

3. Indicating the evaluation criteria of the training
processes

volunteer.
As we indicated earlier, it is important not to fall into the

Finally, we mark how the evaluation of the established training

maelstrom of action, of activism, that prevents us from

processes will be carried out

moments for reflection and joint formation.

Objective
We intend with this exercise to propose the different training
options presented for their assessment and the determination
of the training itineraries to be carried out by the organization.
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Systematization of the exit process
Systematization of the leaving process
Taking as an example or model developed by the Red Cross in "Promotion, incorporation and participation of volunteers in the
Red Cross", we can analyze how it is being addressed at present and what actions or processes would be interesting to introduce
in our organization.
The analysis is based on the detection of inactivity by the volunteer and serves to distinguish whether it is an occasional inactivity
or if it is a separation.
Sample letter of farewell to a volunteer
Dear (name and surname):
From our organization we want to send you our most sincere thanks for the selfless collaboration you have provided in your
volunteer time.
We hope we have satisfied your training and information concerns and that you are happy for the activity.
As you know, the help you have given us has been very valuable to achieve our mission, which is none other than (indicate the
mission of the organization)
Both the management team and the people who have worked with you want to wish you good luck in your life and reiterate our
gratitude for your invaluable help.
We do not want to say goodbye without letting you know that you will always have us for everything you need and that you have
the open doors of our / your organization.
Without further ado, we send you a warm hug.
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The next chapter is writted by Association Walktogether (https://www.facebook.com/associationwalktogether/)
) walktogetherbulgaria@gmail.com / +359886969670
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How to engage youth and their learning needs
Youth involvement can benefit organizations and their
programs as well as the youth themselves. Programs
that are developed in partnership with youth are more
likely to be effective at engaging the population and,
therefore, to have a greater impact.
Nowadays, more and more organizations implement
several projects and events, involving target audience in
their activities and engaging volunteers (young people
in general) on topics that matter to them and for their
further development. Involving youth as partners in
making decisions that affect them increases the
likelihood that the decisions will be accepted, adopted,
and become part of their everyday lives. In addition,
empowering

youth

to

identify

and

respond

to

community needs helps them become empathetic,
reflective individuals, setting them on a course to
potentially continue this important work in their future.
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Meaningful youth engagement views youth as equal

and motivation to continue to education, training, social

partners with adults in defanging programs and activities

engagement, joining day –to – day tasks, initiatives,

which are developed with youth, rather than for youth.

projects and work of the NGO. In the field of non – formal

In the past few projects of the Association Walktogether,

education, we use many support measures and methods

we found out (based on a survey) that many youths aged 16

to contribute to building motivation and engage their

– 26 are interested in learning new skills in the field of

learning needs. For instance:

project management, team – work, cognitivism and

Þ Artistic activities;

communication. To the question why those knowledges

Þ Sport activities;

matter to them, almost all responded that these are the

Þ National

most wonted skills in business, thus if youth (+18) want to
get into employment and receive a higher position in a
company, the skills mentioned above are focal.

and

international

youth

exchanges,

trainings and trip;
Þ School – related natural activities or active
citizenship activities related to local environment;

As an NGO specified in the field of youth, interests and field

Þ Discussion with young people about his/her future

of work should address the learning needs of our target

and engage him/her to take responsibilities and act

group and very importantly to be up to date with the recent

upon his/her aspirations;

trends and technologies.
Second, very important is once we meet with a young

Þ Others (e.g. workshops, role-play games, handcraft,
etc.)

person to take time to communicate their interests, goals
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Qualitative implementation requires professional

opportunities to level up their skills and competences in

attitude by youth workers to create content, manage

practical for them fields, thus organisations should look

and work in/with team. But, if it works well - it helps

constantly for creative methods and approaches to bigger

creating a positive image about organisation, making

the impact.

people more loyal to it, attracting new audience. Young
people

can

further

deepen

their

learning

In conclusion, youth are diverse, as well as their learning

and

needs and interests. In order to engage them in NGO’s

engagement or enhancing their management skills

work and make them wish to develop more of their

through the implementation of own projects, events

personal or social skills, the youth workers should be well –

and initiatives by using the NGOs as a platform.

prepared with different methods and tools. Engagement

Additionally, they can use the experience they gained

does not come from youth, but it comes from the

in professional spheres as now project managers are

opportunities we as NGOs can provide and further develop

needed in a wide variety of industries.

with them.

On the other hand, we might see a lot of NGOs
implementing similar or even the same activities
repeatedly which is decreasing the quality and interest
from their target group to continue being active within
the organisation. Most of the youth are looking for
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